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At the beginning of the 21st century environmental, social and sustainable challenges have
reached a scale unprecedented in human history. The rise of the rate of consumption together
with population growth put immense pressures on social systems as well as on the environmental
boundaries of the planet. The challenge is to achieve an outcome where basic needs such as food,
healthcare and education are provided to all human beings, while at the same time solving the
current environmental crisis as we create an economic system operating within the global
environmental boundaries (Raworth 2018). Organisations and businesses have an important role
to play in realizing required changes through collective action (Constantinides and Barrett 2015;
Vaast et al. 2017).
As there is agreement on the necessity for organisations to participate in needed changes (Wright
and Nyberg 2015; 2016) this requires better understanding of how collective action regarding
environmental challenges is achieved, organized and enacted. While digital technologies have
the potential to enable new ways of organizing through innovation (Yoo et al. 2012) and thus can
be used for creating a better world (Walsham 2012) it is unclear how the process of organizing
collective action using digital technologies is achieved within organizations. Nonetheless it is
clear that communication about how change can be enacted and achieved is increasingly
mediated through digital technologies such as social media platforms (Tufekci 2017; Vaast et al.
2017).
Composing a good common world
Drawing from Latour (2004) we argue that it is impossible to compose a better world when the
question of values (the common good) is separated from the question of facts (the common
world). In order to overcome this long-standing separation, we need to reconsider how objects
become real. To do this more effectively we shift to a relational-processual ontology and ask
how things become actual (Stengers 2000).
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For Deleuze things and events become actual in a circuit of actualisation from the potentiality of
virtual visions and ideas to the singularity of actualized events and things (Fraser 2010). In this
way what we do and the things we do them with (the common world) become inseparable from
what we value and what matters to us (the common good). Deleuze’s distinction from virtualactual, rather than virtual-real, renders knowledge as far more immanent and therefore implicated
in action. Composition of the good common world occurs with the parliament of things, this
parliament assembles peoples and things in acknowledgement of their matters of concern (Latour
2004; Latour 2017). However, the parliament of things must be immanent, it “does not belong to
the future, like a utopia that would have to be realized — it is not “realizable.” It belongs to the
present as a vector of becoming or an “experience of thought,” that is, as a “tool of diagnosis,
creation, and resistance,” (Stengers 2007 p. 155).
In this paper we therefore investigate how collective action is enacted by organisational members
with enterprise social media (ESM) platforms. Drawing from Deleuze we understand collective
action as encompassing two aspects. Firstly, the virtual where potentiality opens up possibilities
for action and things. And secondly the actual where differentiation among possibilities is
singularised to form an event as action or thing. This movement from virtuality to actuality
creates the opportunity for a better world as possible worlds emerge through differentiation, the
process of “actualization of a particular connective process, out of a field of virtuality” (Escobar
and Osterweil 2010). This paper thus engages with the question: How are virtuality and actuality
enacted in ESM for organizing collective action?
Actuality as an achievement of virtuality
This paper is grounded in a philosophy of immanence, otherwise described as a relationalprocessual metaphysics. Philosophies of immanence have a long and rich history traced back to
philosophers such as Martin Heidegger, Alfred Whitehead, William James and somewhat later
Gillies Deleuze and Felix Guattari. Philosophies of immanence vary in approach however share
the project of placing people and things back in their worlds, where peoples and things becomewith one another to make the worlds in which they inhabit. They argue against pre-given
separation of possible dualities such as culture-nature, self-other, mind-matter, subject-object.
Placing people and things in their worlds has the simultaneous effect of foregrounding ethical
considerations in the previously held distinct fields of epistemology and ontology. To be
immanent or embodied is ethically demanding, we are responsible to one another, those close to
us and those distant (Shotwell 2016). It also means that as we together compose our world, we
can affect it and it can affect us, making change inherent and possible.
The project of thinking-with philosophies of immanence has been more recently taken up by
philosophers and social theorists that have argued for and concerned themselves with the ethicopolitical questions of redressing the anthropologically driven changes to our common worlds.
What Latour (2004) has referred to as revitalising a politics of nature and what Haraway (2016
has referred to as staying with the trouble. Latour, Haraway and Stengers (2005; Stengers 2010;
Stengers 2012; Stengers 2014) all argue that in order for humanity to develop the necessary arts
for living on a damaged planet (Tsing et al. 2017) we need to rethink what knowledge is, how it
should be used and what that means for all peoples relations with the worlds they live in.
Relational-processual metaphysics have grounded a considerable number of ways to rethink
organisations, their peoples and their technologies. Organisations have been recognised as
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‘organising processes’ rather than the static, bounded, inert entities that they were considered and
as such their participation as world-makers has been highlighted (Chia 1996; Chia 2003; Chia
and Holt 2006). Technology, work practices and organisations viewed as emergent, multiple and
dynamic sociomaterial configurations take much better account of the role of technology in
organisational life (Orlikowski and Scott 2008). Sociomaterial perspectives, in agreement with
relational-processual orientations emphasise embodiment, materiality and the everyday
entanglement of technology and organising practices (Orlikowski 2007).
Following Whiteheadian inspired arguments on the limitations of knowledge when world, or
nature, is separated from knowledge Introna (2001b; 2007; 2013) argues the necessity of moving
beyond a bifurcated world of self-other in order to adequately begin to consider the ethical
implications of technology use. Introna (2001a; Introna and Brigham 2007) also problematises
‘thin’ understandings of community and virtual communities as ‘category’ by drawing on a richer
reading of virtuality and the ‘primacy of the other’. This paper extends readings inspired by
Introna and colleagues work to investigate the possibilities opened by ESMs in their becomingwith organisations and their peoples.
A virtual ethnographic investigation of a vector of becoming-green
This paper now turns to a virtual ethnographic (Hine 2008) investigation of the ‘vector of
becoming’ of one organisations collective response to an ethico-political concern. The site is
ConCo’s (an Australian partnership of a large international professional services consultancy)
response to climate change and surrounding environmental concerns from 2008-2012. Our
sources include interviews, Enterprise Social Media (ESM) conversation data and public domain
sources.
ConCo is a professional services firm providing audit, tax, consulting and financial advisory
services to public and private clients. This investigation focuses on ConCo and its people’s
involvement with and response to environmental issues and climate change that mirror the
broader public, political and global debates of the time.
Performing a Green Agenda – Tracking Carbon Emissions with GreenTracker and
reporting with Enterprise Social Media
The GreenTracker, a carbon management system, was developed by ConCo in 2010 to capture
and track greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from sources such as air travel, car and taxi travel,
hotel stays, electricity and paper use1. GreenTracker is used to measure greenhouse gases
produced by a variety of ConCo’s business activities. The results of this tracking are then
reported back to ConCo’s peoples via their ESM on a monthly basis.
GreenTracker is introduced internally to ConCo’s people on their ESM. This introduction post
points to challenging different groupings of the organisation eg cost centers or offices, to reduce
their emissions.
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Internal reporting of GreenTracker’s measurements via the ESM encourage participants to link
overall firmwide results with actions of their offices, cost centers and service lines. A
combination of GreenTracker measurements and reporting on the ESM encourages all
participants to actively take a conscious reflective approach to the “procurement and
consumption decisions made within the firm, every day of the week”2. The GreenTracker and the
ESM become active participants in a circular process of relational movements between action
and information.

GreenTracker is used to encourage changes in ConCo’s carbon usage behaviour:
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GreenTracker measurements are reported internally on the ESM. They also form the basis of
external reporting of emissions, for example in corporate social responsibility reports (CSR)
from October 20093 and reported back to employees via the ESM. The CSR reports are then
reported back to ConCo’s peoples via the ESM.

ConCo’s become participants in the development of the GreenTracker through providing
feedback and usability suggestions in the ESM.
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Emissions produced from ConCo’s business activities can be seen to be modified when ConCo’s
peoples are exposed to the reporting on measurements of their emissions activities from
GreenTracker via the ESM. The GreenTracker is also modified with feedback from participants.
GreenTracker is still in use by the company 5 years later.
Now in its fifth year, Green Tracker is ConCo’s carbon management system that captures
our GHG emissions on sources such as air travel, electricity, taxi and car travel, hotel
stays and paper use.4
Internationally through a partnership with Access Economics, ConCo build a growing business
in carbon measurement and tracking, including Australia’s carbon footprint in the G20.5 The
beginnings of which can be traced in the ESM with the early internal use of GreenTracker.
This section exposes how the ESM is in becoming-with the GreenTracker. The following section
begins to expose how the GreenTracker is in becoming-with the ESM.
Performing a Green Agenda – ConCo and its peoples becoming-green with their ESM
The GreenTracker and the ESM are in mutual becoming-with ConCo’s becoming-green. The
ESM communicates the results of the GreenTracker internally as well as how these results are
communicated externally via reports.
The ESM forms an internally facing public space where a common ground can be developed and
ConCo’s peoples encouraged to engage with emissions reductions personally at work and at
home.
We recently launched our new GreenTracker carbon management system that captures all
emissions data and calculates our carbon footprint. In that way, we encourage our
people to be environmental leaders, taking personal ownership of their impact at work
and at home.6
Three groups in the ESM exemplify the internally orientated forms of ConCo’s Green agenda,
TheGreenGroup, GreenChamps and the Be Green photo competition. These groups encourage
green activities such as waste reduction and low emissions transportation options.
TheGreenGroup began as TheGreenRoom and was intended to be a space for people to register
ideas for making our office greener and maximise reduce, reuse and recycle opportunities
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Deloitte Digital. “DrivenxDesign: Champions for a Better Future.” DRIVENxDESIGN. Accessed June 17, 2019.
https://drivenxdesign.com/d100/project.asp?ID=11080.
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(ID67531952 - 2010-10-28T18:35). TheGreenRoom’s name is changed to TheGreenGroup when
the GreenTracker is launched (ID95297643 - 2011-06-06T21:32). TheGreenGroup is orientated
toward improving ConCo’s carbon footprint and other sustainability activities through the
actions of its people. Sustainability activities move quite fluidly between home and work in
TheGreenGroup, revealing a relationality between work-life and home-life in employees
becoming-green activities.

TheGreenGroup is used to raise awareness on a variety of issues that span the workplace and
home. Post 69690200 suggests using Bokashi bins in ConCo’s kitchens to avoid methane
production. Though the following idea was not implemented due to building management
conditions, all suggestions to TheGreenGroup get considered by green champions and responded
to as proposals.

At times TheGreenGroup shares information that has a broader impact and relationality with
national and global issues

With the introduction of the GreenTracker the TheGreenGroup takes on more of a gamification
approach (ID95297643 - 2011-06-06T21:32). The Be Green photo competition can be seen
below as an example of this approach. The Be Green photo competition encourages ConCo
7

people to take photos of themselves doing greening activities or being green. Examples include
cycling to work (ID172856083), installing a residential water tank (ID173562503), growing
vegetables (ID172856501), growing native plants (ID174848541) and going paperless
(ID178753622). These greening activities would not all be included in the emissions results
reported by The GreenTracker they are building an awareness of greening activities. They
encourage a shift in orientation from people who are unaware of their impact on the environment
to those that are and who are supported to do so by their corporate community. In this way a
common ground of becoming-green emerges amongst at least these group participants.
TheGreenGroup and the Be Green photo competition fosters a common ground of becominggreen by encouraging participants to share their green activities with their colleagues and by
inciting friendly competition among them. The common ground fostered spans home and work
lives for these participants linking personal, organizational and cosmopolitical practices.
Encouraging engagement with global issues and fostering cosmopolitical practices of taking
ownership of greening activities is revealed in awareness raising and education. As an example
Post178773998 includes facts and figures on going vegetarian and its implications for GHG
emissions reductions.

The GreenChamps compete with one another for better carbon reduction outcomes.
GreenChamps also inspire others to become more green

The GreenChamps are attempting to foster a common ground of creating the environment and
GHG emissions reduction as matters of concern by bringing others with them. The attempts to
reduce electricity usage highlighted in post 125960045 would contribute to GreenTracker results.
In this way the ESM can be seen to be fostering the common ground of production of and
response to the GreenTracker.
The GreenTracker and the ESM as a virtual-actual becoming-green
This inquiry identifies and follows three internally orientated groups that become-with ConCo’s
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Green Agenda, TheGreenGroup, The Be Green Photo competition and TheGreenChamps. These
groups activities are revealed to be relational across what has been referred to as the virtual and
the actual, in this instance translating to activities and effects that transverse that offline and
online lifeways, their effects not limited to online discussion but mirrored in everyday office and
home actions. Home and office lifeways are also revealed to be relational in these groups, leisure
or domestic activities shared and at times celebrated within the groups.
Returning to Latour and Haraway’s projects of re-worlding for common good, the activities of
ConCo’s peoples suggest values and activities are being re-configured, moving everyday
activities, such as turning off lights, from matters of fact to matters of concern.
In her search for a response to the horrors of the Anthropocene and the Capitalocene, Haraway
(2016) talks about the necessity of staying with the trouble, by this she means that we, as peoples
of the earth, cannot expect or hope for a magical solution so we must foster continual awareness
of the implications of our actions for planetary health in order to hope to live them and bring
about change. ConCo’s ESM participates with ConCo’s other peoples to perform a micro public
sphere that brings an insistence of staying with the trouble by introducing a permanent and
evolving presence of accountability and reward.
Our investigation revealed the ‘vector of becoming’ of the GreenTracker as a collective virtualactual becoming performed with the ESM. The GreenTracker is an automated carbon tracking
tool developed by ConCo to allow organisations to track their emissions, the tracker was first
used to track, compete and then report on ConCo’s own emissions.
GreenTracker began as a virtuality, then was released as one actuality in the form of a specific
tool that then fosters further vituality by opening a variety of possibilities in the way the tool
changes the way participants think and act. Reports generated by GreenTracker are used to
encourage participations to link overall firmwide results with actions, arguably revealing a circuit
of becomings shift from virtuality to actuality and back.
Conclusion
We suggest that understanding collective action by organisations with their ESM’s as a
processual circuit of virtuality-actuality improves our ability to articulate the changes that are
possible in composing good common worlds. Rather than understanding becoming-green-with
ESM and the GreenTracker as a linear movement from the virtual to the real we suggest that the
virtual-actual circuit renders visible the change in the ways people think and act during this
process. In this way what is considered is how objects are translated to things, where things are
implicated as matters of concern in composing good common worlds.
Under a reading of virtuality-actuality peoples engagement with the ESM opens the possibility of
disturbing the way they think and act, which is argued to be necessary for ethical engagement
and change (Introna 2001b). In this way we can demonstrate how organisations and their people
become directly implicated in the ethico-political life of the socius beyond organisations
traditional boundaries.
A flat ontology is revealed with a shift to virtual-actual vectors of becoming. A different logic of
social organisation is rendered visible with a flat ontology and ICT’s, such as ESMs, can be seen
as a relational, truly dialogical space (Escobar and Osterweil 2010). ICT’s provide a space that
9

enables micropolitics of local knowledge production that consists in large part of practices of
mixing, reusing and recombining knowledge and information (Escobar and Osterweil 2010).
ESMs are participants in “expansive, heterogeneous and polycentric discursive fields of action”
that configure “alternative publics in which dominant cultural-political meanings are refashioned
and contested: the publics can be seen as parallel discursive arenas” (Escobar and Osterweil
2010). As such the possibilities of organisations as participating in social movements are opened
beyond previous understandings of them as organising solely for capital. Organisations hold the
potential to become sites for participating in composing good common worlds.
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